
 
 

 

AMENDMENT NO. 1 
 

TO:  ALL VENDORS 

 

FROM: Jeff Patterson 

 

SUBJECT: USC-RFQ-2652-JP 
 Furnish Tabletop, Unpack Service, and Deliver China, Flatware and Smallwares for 

Moore Business School 
 

DATE: July 29, 2014 
  
 
This Amendment No. 1 modifies the Request for Quotes only in the manner and to the extent as stated 

herein. 

 

Item One: Are any substitutions permitted if item is equal to item requested?  Answer:  

  Please bid as specified and where you cannot bid as specified provide enough  

  information, where USC can determine what is offered is equal this is a make & 

  model bid because of quality issues in the past! 

 

Item Two: IMCO is listed for many of the items.  IMCO is not a manufacturer or brand.  It is 

  the label used by Edward Don for their imported items.  Is it permissible to use an 

  actual manufacturer’s item info instead of Edward Don’s info?  Answer: Yes, you  

  can use a manufacturer’s brand item and stock number, but IMCO is certainly  

  preferred, so if you bid items that are not IMCO they must be of equal quality. 
   It will be the bidder’s responsibility to provide enough information for USC to   

  determine if the items offered are equal! 

 

Item Three: Sanisharp is Edward Don’s name for the Dexter Russell items they stock.  Is it  

  permissible to use Dexter Russell info for these items?  Answer: Yes, using the  

  Dexter Russell information is permissible, but bid the same items described. 

 

Item Four: Item #140 Need more information. Item # does not match any brand or item#. 

  Answer: It is a buffet service item and it is a Cal-Mil model #1002828. 

 

Item Five: Item #141 Need more information. Item # does not match any brand or item#. 

  Answer: It is a buffet service item and it is a IMCO item #. 

 

Item Six: Item #171 need more information. Item # does not match any brand or item#. 

  Answer: It is a buffet service item and it is a Bon Chef model # and is stainless    

  steel. 

 

 

 



Item Seven: Item #144 There is no manufacturer or item info listed.  What type of material is  

  pan made out of?  What shape is the pan?  What are the dimensions of the pan? 

  Answer: It is a Clabo North America model #, I do not know what the pan is  

  made of or the shape or dimensions. 
 

 

   

Procurement Officer: Jeff Patterson 

     Patte273@mailbox.sc.edu 

     Phone Number:  803-777-7033 (direct) 

  

 

 
   
 
 

BIDDER SHALL ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF AMENDMENT NO. 1 IN THE SPACE 

PROVIDED BELOW AND RETURN IT WITH THEIR BID RESPONSE.  FAILURE TO DO SO 

MAY SUBJECT BID TO REJECTION. 

 

_____________________________ ______________________________ 

Authorized Signature     

 Firm 

 

 

_____________________________ 

Date  
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